Dr. Allen M. Bassett
and the
Ruby Mines of Nepal

Abstract: In the early 1970s, geologist and gemologist Dr. Allen M. Bassett dreamed of building a
gem industry in Nepal. An early “Field Gemologist,” his love of minerals – and gems in particular –
began as a young boy, never waning as he pursued a doctorate and then a geological career spanning
several decades. Early on, his work took him to exotic lands, including a life-changing trip to Nepal
as part of the San Diego Himalayan Expedition. Dr. Bassett later became the first Western scientist
to trek to these high altitude localities in the Ganesh Himal [Dhading Disrict] and was the first
scientist to describe the geology of the region. In his quest to establish a fully integrated gem
industry in Nepal, he brought in the first faceting machines, initially starting this endeavor with the
unique tourmalines of the Hyakule Mine. He later helped found the Kathmandu-based company
"Himalayan Gems, Nepal" and was instrumental in developing the ruby mines of Chumar and Ruyil.
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